Winscribe Text
Less Paper. Faster Reporting. Better Patient Care.
Administrative and clinical documentation in healthcare organizations is a considerable task and can be burdensome to
clinics and hospitals that are looking to improve patient care. Healthcare organizations generate critical documents and
reports for each patient including diagnosis, treatment, blood test reports, X-ray reports, and more – all of which need to
be managed for the patient’s care and for medicolegal or compliancy reasons. With Winscribe Text, the processing and
management of medical documentation is a breeze.

What is Winscribe Text?
Winscribe Text is an integrated end-to-end medical
report and documentation management solution for
healthcare organizations that handles all steps in the
documentation process – from creation to distribution,
and every step in between. This next-generation
system is a central platform for managing speech-driven
reporting, billing, and documentation; staff productivity;
document turnaround processes; and report
distribution – all while helping healthcare organizations
manage quality assurance and meet compliance.
Winscribe Text Highlights:
•

Complete report management from document
creation and review to distribution

•

Reduced document creation processing times

•

User-friendly interface, which facilitates better
physician adoption and increased productivity

•

Electronic signature

•

Central platform to create, use and manage report
and other document (Word) templates

•

Customize data fields and alerts

•

Integrate with Health Information Systems (HIS) and
other third-party applications via HL7, XML or Web
Services

•

Automated distribution and sending options

•

Integrated speech recognition, digital dictation or
keyboard document creation

•

HIPAA compliant, using secure access and tracking
protocols

Key Benefits:
Fast & Accurate Reporting - Using intelligent speech
recognition or digital dictation to capture more
detailed and accurate information, and share real-time
information electronically to enable faster and more
accurate reporting.
Increase Efficiency & Reduce Costs - Smart workflow
automation enables increased levels of clinician
productivity and operational efficiency.
Integrated Solution - Winscribe Text can integrate with
your organization’s EMR, PACS, or other HIS to improve
reporting capabilities, reduce duplicate data entry and
to improve your reporting workflow.
Paperless, with an Automatic Audit Trail - Electronic
capture, distribution, authentication, and tracking
streamlines report creation and distribution processes,
while helping to ensure compliancy.
Easily Use & Manage Report Templates - Winscribe
Text offers dynamic templates, which can be
automatically populated with 500+ different dynamic
data types, improving documentation efficiency.
Automatically Distribute Documents - Medical
documents can be automatically distributed to
multiple locations via fax, automatic print, secure email,
or integration into a HIS.
Document Meaningful & Custom Information Define your own database fields, store this data and
incorporate it into your hospital’s reports.
Better Service & Patient Care - Distribute real-time
electronic information and reports, enabling improved
service levels, creating a more patient-centered
experience and increasing patient safety.

Complete Document Workflow Management
Winscribe Text supports clinicians throughout the entire
medical documentation process, while providing instant
access to information needed to capture complete
patient encounters. The system manages all aspects
of medical documentation and reporting, organized in
three functional areas: Document Creation, Document
Management and Document Distribution.
Document Creation
Winscribe Text provides a user-friendly interface for
speech-driven documentation that can be integrated with
electronic patient records and other Health Information
Systems (HIS), enabling fast and accurate reporting.
You can use Winscribe Text to dictate reports, letters
or patient records with a speech microphone, digital
recorder or mobile device (including smartphones and
tablets). Further enhance the documentation process and
reduce the need for transcription with speech recognition,
which types as you speak.
Alternatively, Winscribe Text can be launched directly
from an EMR or another Health Information System (HIS).
Integrations with HISs enable select patient data to be
displayed, customized for reports or alerts, and placed
within a prepopulated template. With the use of voice
snippets and supplementary data that is included from
the integration, Winscribe Text helps to reduce the need
to insert the same information multiple times. Winscribe
Text can equally be integrated via Web Service.
Document Management
Winscribe Text reliably, efficiently and securely manages
the entire documentation process. Created documents
and reports are processed, corrected and electronically
signed within the software. You can easily track the status
of individual documents and retain a constant overview
of your to-do list. Winscribe Text also helps to address
compliance by tracking user and event activity, including
audit trails of activity or events searchable by patient visit,
document, user, location and/or date or time.
By integrating Winscribe Text with your HIS, the solution
provides a step-by-step process of the document flow to
the HIS, so that the hospital can update data on the fly.
Furthermore, while the document is still under review,
Winscribe Text provides the ability to make the audio
data available to other third-party systems to reduce
turnaround time and access for preliminary analysis.

Document Distribution
Documents can be completed and electronically signed by
the author or sent to internal or external transcriptionists
for correction before sign-off. Completed and signed
documents are automatically delivered to the relevant
recipients or directly incorporated into your healthcare
information system. Documents can be distributed to
multiple locations using different methods, such as
automatic local or remote fax, automatic print, secure
email, or directly to an EMR or other HIS via HL7 or XML
integration. Winscribe Text equally supports external
service providers via its Outsourcing Manager, where
documents can either be printed or processed by a
third-party provider, while controlling the entire process
remotely.
During this process, medical assistants and other
approved support staff members can add, remove and
edit recipients; review doctor lists for distribution; and
retain control of the distribution set-up. Depending on
the rules established in the organization, certain types of
reports can be signed electronically to further shorten
turnaround times and support paperless practices.
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